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METRIZABILITY AND COMPLETENESS
IN NORMAL MOORE SPACES
D. REGINALD TRAYLOR

B. Fitzpatrick, Jr. and D. R. Traylor proved [Theorem 1,
Pac. J. Math., to appear] that if there is a normal, nonmetrizable Moore space then there is one which is not locally
metrizable at any point. The primary purpose of this paper
is to extend the stated result to include normal, complete
Moore spaces. That is, it is established that there is a
normal, complete, Moore space which is not locally metrizable
at any point, provided there exists a normal, complete, nonmetrizable Moore space. Indeed, it is further established
that, provided there exists a nonmetrizable, normal, complete
Moore space, then there is one which is also connected, locally
connected, not locally metrizable at any point, and, using a
result of Younglove's [Theorem 1, "Concerning metric subspaces of nonmetric spaces," Fund. Math., 48 (1949), 15-25],
which contains a dense metrizable subset.
F. B. Jones [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 43 (1937), 671-677]
showed that if 2**o < 2**i , then every normal separable Moore
space is metrizable. It is established in this paper that if
each normal, separable, connected space satisfying Axioms
0, 1, and 2 of [R. L. Moore, Foundations of Point Set Theory,
Amer. Math. Soc. Colloq. Pub. No. 13 Providence, R. I. 1962]
is metrizable, then each normal separable Moore space is
metrizable.
Other theorems of this ilk are included in this paper.

The statement that S is a Moore space means that there exists
a sequence of collections of regions satisfying Axiom 0 and the first
three parts of Axiom 1 of [5]. Such a sequence is said to be a
development and should a Moore space have a development which also
satisfies the fourth part of Axiom 1 of [5], that space is said to be
a complete Moore space.
All other definitions and terms are as in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
LEMMA. If each normal, connected, locally connected Moore
space is metrizable, then each normal Moore space is metrizable.

Proof. The proof is similar to that used to establish Theorem 3
of [6].
Received November 1, 1964. Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 were presented to the
American Mathematical Society August 27, 1964.
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Suppose that S is a normal Moore space. Denote by w a wellordering of the points of S and by G the collection to which the
ordered pair x, y belongs if and only if x precedes y in w. If G is
the power of G, then G is the power of S.
Denote by Z a space of power G with the discrete topology such
that Z and S are mutually exclusive. Suppose that Zf is the cartesian product of Z with the unit interval of the real line. There is
a reversible transformation T from G onto Z. If T(x, y) is t, let
(x, y) denote t x (0, 1).
Denote by S' a space in which P is a point if and only if P is a
point of S or a point of Z\
If Gu G2,
is a development of S,
then g is a region of Gj in $' if and only if there is a region R of
Gj such that P belongs to g if and only if either
A. ( i ) for some points x and y of R, x, y belongs to G and P is
%, P is y, or P is a point of (x, y), or
(ii) there is a point x in R, a point y in S — R such that #, 7/
belongs to G, and P is x or P is a point of t x (0, 1/j), or
(iii) there is a point y of JR, a point a; in £ — R such that #, #
belongs to G, and P is 7/ or P is a point of £ x (1 — 1/i, 1), or
B. for some pair x, y of G, no region of G^ contains (x + 7/) and
there is a point Q of (^? y) such that P is a point of an open subsegment E of (x, y) of length less than 1/j and E contains Q.
That S', with the development of Gί, GJ,
, satisfies the lemma
follows from an argument similar to that given in Theorem 3 of [6].
THEOREM 1. / / each normal, complete, connected, locally connected Moore space is metrizable then each normal, complete Moore
space is metrizable.

Proof. If S is a normal, complete Moore space, denote by S' a
space as defined in the proof of the lemma. If Gί, Gr2,
is the
development defined in the lemma, let G± denote G[ and for each
r
positive integer n > 1, denote by Gn the subcollection of G n to which
the region R belongs if and only if R is a subset of some region of
Gn_x. To prove that S' is complete, suppose that Mu M2,
is a
sequence of closed point sets such that for each positive integer n,
Mn+1 is a subset of Mn and of the closure of some region of Gn+1,
say gn+lm
Either (i) there is a positive integer N± such that if k is greater
than Nλ then gk intersects S, or (ii) if N2 is any integer then there
is an integer k greater than JSF2 such that gk is a subset of S' — S.
If (i) is the case, the completeness of S guarantees that there is a
point P common to each of the sets gn. Since each Mn is closed it
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follows immediately that P is a point of each Mn. If (ii) is the case,
then some gk is a subset of (x, y) for some x, y of G. But then gk
is a closed subset of t x (0,1) for some t, and from the completeness
properties of the real line, it follows that gk [t x (0,1)] is complete.
Thus there must be a point common to each of the sets Mn.
It perhaps should be noted that this has established that there
exists a nonmetrizable, connected, normal space satisfying Axiom 0,
Axiom 1, and Axiom 2 of [5], provided that there exists a complete,
normal, nonmetrizable Moore space.
2. If each normal, separable, complete, connected
space satisfying Axioms 0,1, and 2 of [5] is metrizable, then each
normal, separable Moore space is metrizable.
THEOREM

Proof. Pitzpatrick and Traylor [2, Theorem 2] have established
that if there is a normal, separable, nonmetrizable Moore space, then
there is one which is also locally compact. Since each locally compact
Moore space satisfies all of Axiom 1, then there must exist a normal,
separable, complete Moore space S which is not metrizable. Denote
by K a countable dense subset of S. If w is a well-ordering of the
points of K, denote by G the collection to which the ordered pair x, y
belongs if and only if x precedes y in w. Then G = K = ^ 0 . Define
Sr as in the lemma. If Gu G2,
is a development of S, then g is a
f
region of G) in S if and only if there is a region R of Gά such that
P belongs to g if and only if either
( e ) P is a point of S — K in R, or
( f ) either A or B of the lemma.
It follows immediately that S' is normal, separable, connected,
and locally connected. Let Hx denote G[ and for each integer n > 1,
denote by Hn the subcollection of Grn to which R belongs if and only
if R is a subset of some region of Hn_ιm The existence of Sf with
the development Hu H2, Hz,
established the theorem.
THEOREM 3. If each normal, pointwise countably paracompact,
connected, and locally connected Moore space is metrizable, then each
normal, pointwise countably paracompact Moore space is.

Proof. Suppose that S is a normal, pointwise countably paracompact Moore space and S' is as defined in the proof of the lemma.
Denote by Hf an open covering of S' and by H the collection of open
sets, in S, to which h belongs if and only if there is an element hf
of Hf such that h is h' S. Then H is an open covering of S and
there exists a refinement V of H such that no point of S belongs to
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uncountably many elements of V. Each element v of V is a subset
of some element, say hv of H'. For each element v of V, denote by
v' the subset of S' to which x belongs if and only if there is a region
f
g in S' such that g' S is a subset of v, g' is a subset of hv, and #'
contains #. If V is that collection to which h belongs if and only if
there is an element v of V such that h is v' then V is a collection
of open sets in S' such that no point belongs to uncountably many
elements of F ' .
Now if P is a point of Γ = S' — F * S' then there is an ordered
pair x, y oί G such that P is a point of (x,y). Denote by U an open
refinement of H' such that each element of U is a subset of (#, y)
for some x, y oί G and such that [7 covers T. Since (0,1) is pointwise countably paracompact, then each (x, y) is. Thus there exists a
refinement Uf of U such that no point of T belongs to uncountably
many elements of U'. Then (U' + V) is a refinement of H' such
that no point of S' belongs to uncountably many elements of (U' + V)
and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY. / / each normal, complete, poίntwise countably
paracompact, connected, locally connected Moore space is metrizdble,
then each normal, complete, poίntwίse countably paracompact Moore
space is metrizable.

Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.
Note. The proof of Theorem 4 depends heavily on the proof
given for [2, Theorem 1]. Indeed, the notation used in the proof
of Theorem 4 is that which is used to construct the space which
established Theorem 1 of [2].
THEOREM 4. If there is a normal, complete, nonmetrizable
Moore space (S°, Ω°) then there is one, say (S, Ω), which is not locally
metrizable at any point.

Proof. Denote by (S°, fl°) a normal, complete nonmetrizable Moore
space and by (Sw, Ωw) the space defined exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 1 of [2]. In that theorem, it is established that (Sw, Ωw) is
a normal Moore space which is not locally metrizable at any point.
Should (S°, Ω°) be complete, there is no reason to expect that (Sw, Ωw)
is also complete. It is necessary then, to "complete" (Sw, Ωw) without
losing either the property of normality or the property that the completed space is not locally metrizable at any point.
A.

"Completing" the space (Sw, Ωw).
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If (Sw, Ωw) is not complete there exists a sequence Mίf M2,
of
closed point sets such that each Mi+1 is a subset of Mi and for
each positive integer n, Mn is a subset of the closure of a region,
sa
y Qny of G™ and there is no point common to each M{. In this case
it is true that for no positive integer n, does each g{ intersect S*.
This follows since S° is complete and Sn consists of copies of S°.
Indeed, if for each integer ί, c/i were to intersect S°, the completeness
of S° would force a point common to each Mn.
If infinitely many of
the regions gn of Gζ intersect S1, then since only finitely many may
intersect S°, it is immediate that for some integer A:, it is true that
there is a copy of S°, in S\ such that that if m > k, then g^S1
is
a subset of that particular copy. Again the completeness of S° assures
the existence of a point common to each of the Mn. Similarly, it
follows that if only finitely many of the regions gi intersect S\ then
since Sί+1 consists only of copies of S°, only finitely many of the </{
may intersect Si+1.
Otherwise the completeness of S° would force a
point common to each Mn. Thus it is necessary to introduce new
points into the space.
The statement that x is an element of V means that there exist
an infinite point sequence P o , Pί9 * * * s u c h that each Pi is a point of
S* in Sw, an infinite sequence of integers nu n2,
such that for
each i, Pi+1 is a point of S° x (P^) x nt — S*+χ., the sequence l/nlf
l/n29 l/n3,
converges to 0, and x is the point sequence P o , Pu P 2 ,
.
It perhaps should be noted that there exists an infinite sequence or
regions Ru R2,
such that for each i, Rι is in Gf, Ri+1 intersects
Rif Pi is a point of Riy for some infinite sequence of integers ml9 m2,
,
Rmi+1 is a subset of Rmi, for each positive integer M there is a positive integer n such that Rn does not intersect SM and no point is
common to each of Rlf R2,
The statement that P is a point of S means that P is a point of
Sw or P is an element of V. The statement that R is a region Gn in
(S, Ω) means that there is a region Rw of GZ of (Sw, Ωw) such that
the point x of S belongs to R if and only if
( i ) a; is a point of Rw in Sw, or
(ii) x is an element of F, x = P o , Ply
such that Rw.
[(Po) +
(Px) +
•] is an infinite set.
B.

Space is a Moore space.
It is clear that Axiom 0 and the first two parts of Axiom 1 are
satisfied. To consider the third part of Axiom 1, suppose that R is a
region, A is a point of R, B is a point of R} and B is not A.
Note. If R is a region in S, then R-Sw is Σ^o-β£ + i for some
integer m, some integer &, and some sequence J%, iJ£+1,
such that
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( i ) Rkm is a region of Gkm,
(ii)
(in)
(iv) Ri+1 c S f c + ί and R£+i <£ Sk+i~\
(v) In S^, the boundary of JB S"' is a subset of Sk if the
boundary exists,
(vi) If R is a region of GΛ, P is a point of Sk~x for some integer
k, and j" is a positive integer such that R contains P and intersects
S° x (P) x (i) = Spt3 9 then w is less than or equal to j and R contains
(vii) If JR is a region which intersects Sk but not S^-1 and g is
a region which intersects Sj but not S3'"1 and & is less than j , then
i? contains g iί R intersects g.
Now let x denote a point of S — Sw such that a? is not in R.
Then a? = P o , P l f
and since x is not in R, at most finitely many
of the Pi belong to ΣΓ=o Rt+i.
Denote by N a positive integer such
that if t>N then Pt is not a point of ΣJLo Riί*4. It is no restriction
to assume that t is greater than k. But Pt is a point of S* and, for
some integer nt_u is a point of S° x (P<_i) x (%ί_i). It follows that
there is some region g — Σί=o #*/* in Sw such that u is greater than
t, g does not intersect S*"1, ^r does intersect S\ and ^r contains x.
To show that a? is not a limit point of R-(S — S1^), assume that Q =
Qo, Qi, ••• is a point of [R-(S - Sw)] g. Then (R.Sw)-(g-Sw)
must
exist. There is a least integer j such that there is a positive integer
%_! and a point c ^ of S5"1 such that S^τ^lt%j_i contains a point of
(R-Sw)-(g Sw). Since % is greater than k+1 it follows that i - 1 is
greater than k. But 2? must contain Si~*1>n
if i? intersects it, by
property (vi) listed above. If g were to intersect Sj~\ then g would
contain the point c ^ and, in that case, j 1 would not be the least
integer as described. Thus g does not intersect S i ~ 1 and it follows
from the definition of region that R contains g. This establishes a
contradiction since R does not contain x. It is immediate that if R
is a region of S then R (S - Sw) = R-(S - Sw).
Case 1.

w

A belongs to S

w

and J5 belongs to S .

There is a positive integer n such that if h is a region of Gζ
containing A then h is a subset of R'SW and does not contain B.
But for each h of GT for which there is a region # of Gn such that
g S^ — h, g is a subset of R and does not contain B, from the
preceding note.
Qase 2.

4 belongs to Sw and JB belongs to S - S^#
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For some integer t, A is a point of St but not a point of Sl~\
Then for some integer nt^ and some point P f - 1 of St~1f A is a point
of S° x (Pί-i) x (^ί_i). Now B is δ0, 61,
where each b{ is in S* and
for some integer n^u b{ is a point of S° x ( 6 ^ ) X (n^). But in 5^,
there is an integer k such that if A, is a region of G™ containing Pt_x
then h does not contain bt_x and h is a subset of R*SW. Thus if #
is a region of Gfc which contains A then </ is a subset of i? and does
not contain B since g does not contain δ ί β l but does contain Pt_l0
Case 3. A is a point of S - Sw and JB is a point of S — S^.
Then A is α0, c^,
and B is bo,bu
with the usual notation.
There is a least integer iSΓ such that an is not δ%. Then in Sw there
is an integer k such that if h is a region of Gf containing an, then
h is a subset of R SW and λ does not contain bn. Hence, let g be
any region of Gk that contains A. It follows that g is a subset of
R and does not contain B.
Case 4. A is a point oί S — Sw and J5 is a point of Sw.
This follows from the arguments given for the previous three cases.
C.

Space is normal.

To see that S is normal, denote by H and K mutually exclusive
closed subsets of S. For each positive integer n, denote by Hn the
subset of H (S — Sw) such that y belongs to Hn if and only if it is
true that if g is a region of Gn containing y and h is a region of Gn
intersecting g, then h does not intersect K. For each positive integer
n, the subset Kn of K is defined in a similar fashion. Denote by P
w
some point of H (S — S ). It needs to be proved that P is a point
of some Hn. Suppose the contrary; that P does not belong to any
Hn. Then if n is any positive integer, there exists a point yn of
w
K-(S — S ), a region of gn of Gn, a region /*,„ of Gn such that £ n
intersects hn, gn contains P, hn contains yn, and Aw does not intersect
H. Since P is in i ϊ , P is not a limit point of K. Thus there is a
positive integer iV such that no region of GN containing P intersects
K. Let, g denote one region of GN such that g contains P . Then
there exist a sequence gm, gm+u
, a sequence hm9 hm+u
, and a
sequence ym, ym+11
such that for each i, gm+ί contains P, gm+ί is a
subset of flr flrm+i-i, Λm+< intersects gm+i1hm+i
does not intersect iJ, and
2/m+ί is a point of K- (S — Sw) in fem+ί. It is clear that each hm+i
intersects g. Now g-Sw is ΣΓ=o-BJr+ί with the usual notation. It is
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no restriction to assume that there is an integer q such that q is
greater than N and hq intersects g. Note that g intersects S* but
not S*-1. Thus there are a point c of S'- 1 and a positive integer d
such that S S* is a subset of S° x (c) x (d). Let v the least integer
such that hq intersects g SΌ. Since, for each n, hn does not intersect
Sn~\ it is no restriction to assume that q is greater than t. Thus v
is greater than t + 1 and fcg does not intersect S9"1. Hence, hq does
not intersect S\ Then there is a point β0 of S10"1 and a positive
integer j \ such that Λg S" is a subset of S° x (β0) x (j 0 ). It is clear
that jo is greater that or equal to q and since q is greater than N,
then j 0 is greater than t. Indeed, if g intersects S° x (e0) x (j 0 ), then
# must contain S° x (e0) x (j0) since £ is less than q and j 0 is greater
than N. It remains to be proved that g does intersect SQ x (eQ) x (j0).
Since # does intersect hq, let 2 denote the least integer such that g hq
intersects S\ Then z is greater than t and z is greater than or equal
to v. Indeed, there exist a sequence of points eu e2, * ,ez_υ and a
sequence of integers j ί 9 j 2 ,
, j z _ υ , each of which is greater than or
equal to q such that each β< is a point of S\ ei+1 is a point of
iS°x(e f )x0"y), and S° x (βz_τ) x (iz_w) contains a point of hq*g Sz. But
since 2 is greater than t and j β _ β is greater than q, g must contain
S° x (β,_v) x ( Λ ^ ) . In like fashion, g contains S° x {e%) x (j\.) for
each i and indeed, then g must contain S° x (eQ) x (j 0 ) for the same
reason. Then g contains hq. But hq contains a point of K and this
is impossible. Therefore g does not intersect K.
The argument above has established: If P is a point of H- (S — S*)
there exists a positive integer JW such that if g and g' belong to GN
such that g contains P and g intersects g', then (/' does not intersect
K-(S-SW).
Therefore, denote by Hn the subset of H (S — Sw) to which x
belongs if and only if n is the N above and x is P and by Kn the
corresponding subset of K-(S - S^). Then Σ~=ιHn = H (S- Sw) and
Σ ^ i ^ = K-(S - S^). For each % and each point x of jffn, let ^
be a region of G% containing x and for each point y oί Kn, let 3^ be
a region of G n containing y. Note that, by the definition of region,
neither gx nor gy intersect Sn. Let D = Σ * € H ^ and E = Σiyeκ gv.
Then D does not intersect £7.
w
w
Since S is normal, there exist domains in S , say Dx and £Ί,
containing SWΉ and SW K respectively, such that Dx does not intersect E1 in S^. For each point x of i ί JSΊ let hx be a region containing
x such that Aβ is a subset of J5Ί and let E2 = Σ^e^ ^x Suppose that
P is a point of H-(S - S^). Then P is not a limit point of K and
there is a region # containing P such that g contains no point of K.
It remains to be proved that P is not a limit point of E2. Now
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g*Sw — ΣΓ=oi2m+ί for some m and some k. That is, for some point Q
of S*-1 and some integer r, g intersects S° x (Q) x (r) but g does not
intersect S**"1. Suppose that some hx of E% intersects g. Then
hx Sw = ΣΓ-o-R/+ί for some integer £ and some integer j . If j < k
and £ > r, it is impossible for &x to intersect #. Indeed, since g S^1
does not exist, it follows that m is greater than or equal to r + 1.
If j < k and £ ^S r, and /^ intersects # then /&s must contain # and
this is impossible. Similarly, if j > k and £ ^ r then # must contain
&, if they intersect. Since hx-Sw is ΣJlo-B/+S there is a point 2/ of
3 1
S '- and an integer u such that Λz intersects So x (2/) x (w) but not
S3'"1. Then £ must be greater than or equal to u. Thus g does not
intersect hx. It follows that P is not a limit point of JE^. In a
similar fashion, there is a domain Zλ> containing H such that D 2 is a
subset of A and no point of K- (S — Sw) is a limit point of D2.
Then D' — D + D2 and E' = E + E2 are mutually exclusive domains
containing i ? and if respectively. This establishes that S is normal.
That (S, Ω) is complete follows immediately from the definition of
point and region. Clearly, S is not locally metrizable at any point
since each region contains a copy of a nonmetrizable space.
THEOREM 5. If each locally connected, connected,
complete,
normal Moore space is locally metrizable at some point, then each
complete, normal Moore space is metrizable.

Proof. Suppose that S is a complete, normal, nonmetrizable
Moore space. By Theorem 1, S is topologically equivalent to a subset
of a connected, locally connected, normal, complete Moore space, say
(S°, Ω°y Using the method of Theorem 4, there exists a normal,
complete Moore space (S°lf Ωl) which is not locally metrizable at any
point and which consists of copies of (S°, β°). Again, using the
construction of Theorem 1, there is a locally connected, connected,
1
ι
normal, complete Moore space, (S , Ω ), which contains a subset that
is topologically equivalent to (Sf, βj). Indeed, continuing this process
indefinitely, for each positive integer n, (Sn, Ωn) is a connected, locally
connected, normal, complete Moore space which contains a subset that
is topologically equivalent (by the construction of Theorem 1) to the
normal, complete space (Sΐ \ Ωl~x) which is not locally metrizable at
any point, and (S*f Ω?) is the space defined as in Theorem 4, based
n
n
on (S , Ω ) and such that (Sΐ, Ωf) is normal, complete, and not locally
metrizable at any point. This defines a sequence S\, Sf, SI,
, each
of which is normal, complete, not locally metrizable at any point and
n+1
n
S
consists of copies of S in the sense of Theorem 4,
n
Referring again to the proof of [2, Theorem 1], if for each n, S
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of that proof is replaced by Sf, the resulting space Sw has the
properties described by that theorem. That space, Sw, if "completed"
as in Theorem 4 of this paper, results in a Moore space which is
normal, complete, connected, locally connected, and not locally metrizable
at any point.
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